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       The executive branch has grown too strong, the judicial branch too
arrogant and the legislative branch too stupid. 
~Lyn Nofziger

A better educated electorate might change the reason many persons
vote. 
~Lyn Nofziger

...guns do more than protect us from criminals; more importantly, they
protect us from the ongoing threat of government. 
~Lyn Nofziger

That foreign trade should be fair rather than free. 
~Lyn Nofziger

I'm not a social friend of the Reagans. That's by their choice and by
mine. They don't drink enough. 
~Lyn Nofziger

When you have a gutless Congress a lawless president can do pretty
much what he chooses. 
~Lyn Nofziger

Freedom is our most precious commodity and if we are not eternally
vigilant, government will take it all away. Individual freedom demands
individual responsibility. 
~Lyn Nofziger

Government should work to insure the rights of the individual, not plot
to take them away. 
~Lyn Nofziger

I sometimes lie awake at night trying to think of something funny that
Richard Nixon said. 
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~Lyn Nofziger

I cannot show remorse because I do not believe I am guilty. 
~Lyn Nofziger

One other thing I think a conservative believes is that the parents, not
government, are and should be responsible for the upbringing and
behavior of their children. 
~Lyn Nofziger

To me, conservative means believing in a minimum amount of
government and a maximum amount of freedom - and keeping
government out of people's lives and business - and leaving people
alone. 
~Lyn Nofziger

Slowly but without question - and Presidents' Day is only one example -
Americans are forgetting and ignoring the men and events that have
made this nation great. 
~Lyn Nofziger

As long as there are two nations, two parties, two sexes or even two
people there are going to be divisions. And all the talk in the world isn't
going to change that. Thank goodness! 
~Lyn Nofziger

One of the things that bothers me most is the growing belief in the
country that security is more important than freedom. It ain't. 
~Lyn Nofziger

I don't like government, it's just that simple. 
~Lyn Nofziger

Several things about Reagan are unusual in a public man. He was not
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a typical politician at all, but a private man in public life. 
~Lyn Nofziger

The feminist women's organization NOW has endorsed Carol
Moseley-Braun for president. Once again NOW has shown it is so far
behind the times it should change its name to THEN. 
~Lyn Nofziger

The Patriot Post not only does the best job of putting important news,
policy and opinion in proper context, but also of cutting down to size the
pompous praters and propagandists on the left. 
~Lyn Nofziger

Reagan's half a disciple of Benjamin Franklin. He believes in early to
bed. 
~Lyn Nofziger

If you make one word out of 'The IRS' it spells 'theirs.' 
~Lyn Nofziger

That government is not a necessary good but an unavoidable evil. 
~Lyn Nofziger
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